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Poverty has become a source of intrinsic motivation for me to study and undertake
research. Through extensive research in computer science, I am able to combat the real problem
in my life that is poverty. I intend to pursue a master’s degree in computer science since I have
completed my undergraduate degree from Iqra University, Karachi. My GPA in undergraduate
featured among the best five in my class, but I had an unmatched exemplary performance in
mathematics. I take pride in being the only undergraduate student from Iqra University, Karachi
to participate in a modeling contest for mathematics students, and I emerged second overall.
Immediately after graduation, I landed a job at a leading fuel company where I have been
working as a network specialist and manager. This job has provided me an opportunity to get onthe-job training on masters’ level education in computer science.
My current undergraduate degree in computer science has not put an end to my pursuit of
academic excellence. My role as a network specialist and manager has fostered my quest to
upgrade my professional knowledge because of rapid development of information technology
across the world. As such, I have identified a master’s level education in computer science as an
integral aspect of academic and career development. The undergraduate degree course laid a
solid foundation for undertaking a master's degree because of extensive research in computer
networks, multimedia network, Logic, advanced computer systems and network infrastructure.
As such, this foundation is a strong basis unto which I am applying for a masters’ program in
computer science at your university.
During my pursuit of an undergraduate degree program, I have increased my efforts in
improving research and development capabilities. In my workplace, I have partnered with other
colleagues to complete a WLAN project, where I was involved in the collection of technical
materials and an in-depth analysis of this technology. My role during this study was to design a

plan that was satisfactory in addressing clients’ demands. Particularly, I identified security of
WLAN as a major problem, and I developed a small-size business pattern to solve this problem.
The security plan received a lot of positive criticism from experts, and it was classified as
technological advancement, reliable and a model of research and development.
I wish to apply for a masters’ program in computer science from your outstanding
university. The design of masters’ programs in your university ha interested me because it will
satisfy my desire for development and enable me an opportunity to undertake research in my
major area of concern. Interrogating my past experience in research has proved to me that as a
giant in modern computer science and technology, your institution is the best that will offer me
advance training that is vital for my career development and educational ambitions. I am certain
that your institution will expose me to instructions from reputable researchers and experts in
computer science whose ideas and academic contribution will be handy in broadening my scope
and academic prowess. Further, your state of the art library will be a major resource for my study
for the masters’ program.
In conclusion, I consider myself qualified and up to the tasks as required of a masters’
student in your University. Therefore, it is my utmost belief that your institution is a starting
point my treasured joy of poverty that will give me an edge in achieving a rewarding academic
journey.

